
XVAPE AVANT VAPORIZER OPERATION GUIDE

1.LOAD

Open the magnetic cap to expose the heating chamber, pack in herbal material and close the cap. 
Note that the tighter the chamber is packed the more draw resistance will be experienced.
If over-packed the XVAPE AVANT won't have good airflow.

Do not over load the device chamber with desired materials, for devices with variable temperature 
settings, please find the best setting that is comfortable and safe for your enjoyment.

2.TURN ON AND ADJUST

To turn the vaporizer on, click the power button 3 times. When the unit is on, the LED light will 
indicating the battery level.

o toggle between heat settings, press and hold the power button. The LED lights will light up as
temperature changes.

XVAPE AVANT-The LED lights will light up as temperature changes



3.OPERATE

Once you have set device at your desire settings, waiting till the light become solid and then inhale 
and the device automatically begins vaping. To operate the vaporizer, simply draw steadily and 
deeply through the mouthpiece. The unit will auto shut off in 3.5 minutes from when turned on. If 
you are done vaporizing earlier than the auto shut off, simply click the power button 3 times to turn 
off.

4.UNLOAD

WARNING: DO NOT TOUCH THE HEATING CHAMBER IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
USE,PLEASE ALLOW DEVIICE TO COOL DOWN.

To unload dry herb from the XVAPE AVANT, open the magnetic cap to expose the heating 
chamber, clean out vaped material with pack tool and close the cap.



5.CHARGING

A.To protect and extend the battery, it is recommended to charge your XVAPE AVANT at least 3
hours before initial use.
B.When plugged inand charging, the power light will be illuminated.
C.The led will turn off when the battery is fully charged.

D.After using the XVAPE AVANT or charging, please allow the device to cool down before touch and
storage. It should be stored in a clean, dry place protected against the effects of weather and out of the
reach of children and pets.

6.CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

For the best performance, the XVAPE AVANT should be regularly cleaned.

While your device is turned off and cooled down, first remove the magnetic cap. You may either use a 
damp cloth or cotton swab to clean the mouthpiece and heating cup. Once clean allowit to air dry or dry 
off with a soft cloth or towel.



WARNING

DO NOT TOUCH THE HEATING ELEMENT IMMEDIATELY AFTER USE, PLEASE ALLOW 
DEVICE TO COOL DOWN.
DO NOT SUBMERGE OR CLEAN WITH WATER ORISOPROPYL ALCOHOL.

7.OTHERS

NAME: XVAPE AVANT VAPORIZER
BRAND:XVAPE
MANUFACTURER: TOPGREEN
PRODUCT DETAIL : CHECK XVAPE AVANT VAPORIZER
OFFICIAL WEBSITE: www.topgreen-tech.com
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